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Statement of the Problem:
● What is the problem in this experiment?In this experiment I will be seeing which treat my dog

likes the most.The reason i'm interested in this experiment is because I love my dog and she is
probably my best friend in the whole world and I want to find a treat that she likes and that's
beneficial  for her health.I think this experiment will help others by showing dog owners/lovers the
best treat for their canine friend that is good for their taste buds and their health.

Objective:

● In this experiment I will be testing to see what my dog's preferred dog treat is.  I will do this
by selecting different dog treats and making the selection random each trial by changing the
order of them.

Hypothesis:

● What do we think will happen?
○ I hypothesize that my dog would prefer the treat that is more organic than the others. I think

this because in nymag research shows that dogs usually go for organic meat due to their
ancestry.

■ https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-dog-treats.html
■ https://www.cadetpet.com/dog-basics/what-are-the-best-treats-for-dogs
■ https://www.k9ofmine.com/best-dog-treats-for-training/

Materials:
● Blue Buffalo bones with beef 24x
● Milo’s Kitchen chicken meatballs 24x
● Nudges Jerky Cuts 24x
● Logbook 1x
● Chromebook laptop 1x
● Dewalt measuring tape 16’ 1x
● 1.5 year old Small female american pitbull 1x
● 42”double down kennel/cage 1x

https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-dog-treats.html
https://www.cadetpet.com/dog-basics/what-are-the-best-treats-for-dogs
https://www.k9ofmine.com/best-dog-treats-for-training/
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Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent-the different treats:Blue Buffalo bones with beef ,Milo’s Kitchen chicken meatballs ,Nudges
Duck Jerky Cuts

● Dependent-how much times my dog returns to the same treat
● Constants-I will feed her at the same time each day to avoid hunger being an influence , treats are the

same distance from the cage , dog is in the same spot each time   , and treats.

Procedure:

1. Gather all materials;Blue Buffalo bones with beef 20x,Milo’s Kitchen chicken meatballs 20x,Nudges Duck
Jerky Cuts 20x,Logbook 1x,Chromebook laptop 1x,Colored plates 3x,measuring tape 1x, 1.5 year old
small hyperactive female american pitbull 1x,42” double down kennel/cage 1x,Duck Duct tape 1x,

2. Lock the dog in a 42” cage/kennel on the other side of the door, outside of the testing area.
3. Get treats and set them up X distance from the door where the dog enters the testing room.  The treats

will be set on separate tiles 6 centimeters apart.
4. Put one of each treat on each tile ( they will not be same size )
5. Measure treats with measuring tape to make sure they are equal distance from cage
6. Get Logbook and camera ready to record all data and observations.
7. Open 42” kennel/cage with dog
8. Let her find the treats
9. Let her pick a treat
10. Take pictures while she picks a treat
11. Let her eat the treat of choice
12. Write down in logbook the treat that the dog picked
13. Repeat steps 20 times ( 10 times at 7:20 a.m. and 10 times at 6:00 p.m. )

Results:
● The results for this experiment showed that after finding the percent of my 20 trials, the Nudges Duck

Jerky Cuts was picked 65% of the time, the Blue Buffalo bones with beef was picked 20% of the time,
and the Milo’s Kitchen chicken meatballs was picked 15% of the time. This information indicates that
the “Nudges Duck Jerky Cuts” was chosen by my dog the most times making it the best treat for my
dog.
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Treats Nudges Milo’s Kitchen Blue Buffalo

# of times selected 13 3 4



Treats Nudges Milo’s Kitchen Blue Buffalo

ranking 13 3 4

Conclusion:
1. In this experiment my objective was to see what treat my dog prefers the most. I did this by having
3 different treats and letting my dog pick her preferred treat,

2. In this experiment I hypothesized that my dog would prefer the treat that is more organic than the
others because in nymag it says dogs usually like organic meat due to ancestry.research states that

3. The results for this experiment showed that after finding the percent of my 20 trials, the Nudges
Duck Jerky Cuts was picked 65% of the time, the Blue Buffalo bones with beef was picked 20% of the
time, and the Milo’s Kitchen chicken meatballs was picked 15% of the time. This information indicates
that the “Nudges Duck Jerky Cuts” was chosen by my dog the most times making it the best treat for



my dog.

4. I learned that she  did indeed like the organic treat but she liked it so much she went to it multiple
times in a row.

5. If I were to change this lab I would change it by doing it in a more controlled environment.to take
this to the next level I would test 50 dogs.to make my result more precise I would put a camera
near the treats and leave to the other room so i don't affect the results. I would make a larger sample
size by using more dogs and more treats.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings

Figure 1 :dog eating blue buffalo bone with beef



Figure 2 :Picture of my dog and the treats being tested



Figure 3 : releasing dog out of cage to perform experiment



Figure 4 : setup before I  release dog from cage for trial


